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A Message From Patrick

At Sonos, we are driven by the belief that listening has a 
positive impact on our lives. Sound moves us and brings us 
closer to the people, cultures and communities around us. 
We bring the same forward thinking to creating responsibly-
designed products and experiences, which are built by 
inclusive teams in pursuit of our mission to help the world  
listen better. 

We committed to avoiding wasteful consumer technology 
short-termism, instead creating a portfolio of timeless 
products that are built to last. Our products work together  
as a system, and we keep them up to date with the latest 
features and services that ensure your experience continues 
to evolve long after purchase. 

I’m proud to say that thanks to this focus on quality and 
longevity from the very beginning, nine in 10 of all the Sonos 
products ever built are still in use today. We continue to learn 
from our customers, peers and our own engineers, applying 
these lessons to further extend the life of our products, 
both old and new. I also know that what we have achieved to 
date only scratches the surface of our responsibility to our 
customers and to the planet. So as we continue along our 
sustainability journey, we’re focused on addressing the total 
environmental impact of our products, from conception to  
use, re-use and, ultimately, end of life. 

Last year, we introduced our Climate Action Plan, with a goal of 
going carbon neutral in 2030 and reaching net zero by 2040. 
Our core objective is reducing our carbon emissions. Product 
energy usage makes up the majority of our emissions, so that’s 
where we’re concentrating our efforts. This year, we held a 
dedicated Energy Efficiency Summit to bring together leaders 
from across the company, resulting in actionable steps that will 
reduce the power consumption of our products and ensure 
we’re on track to reach our goals.

To further accelerate our product environmental impact, we 
formalized a dedicated Product Sustainability team, working 
cross-functionally to build sustainability into every phase of 
the product development process. We’re making our products 
more easily repairable, using safer materials, and incorporating 
recycled plastics. We’re also delivering award-winning 
packaging that utilizes Forest Stewardship Council-certified 
paper to replace plastics from the unboxing experience.  
We can’t wait to share details of the progress we are making 
as we introduce new products and sound experiences in the 
coming years. 

As part of our commitment to empowering listeners 
everywhere, we also have to listen better – to our customers, 
our employees and the communities we serve. We are building 
diverse teams and fostering an inclusive culture across our 
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company. We listen to our employees by conducting regular 
surveys to understand whether we’re providing an equitable 
and inclusive experience across the organization. Findings 
from our FY22 surveys show record levels of engagement  
and a strong sense of belonging at Sonos. But there’s always 
room for improvement.

In our FY20 report, we disclosed detailed statistics on our 
company diversity for the first time, because transparency is 
the first step on the path to action. This year, we accelerated 
our diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) efforts by setting 
ambitious goals. Over the next five years, we are aiming to 
increase the representation of Black employees by 25%, Latinx 
employees by 25% and to ensure that our representation 
of women in tech-focused roles mirrors the talent market. 
We also recognize how important it is for employees to see 
themselves in leadership, and we are committed to expanding 
the representation of people of color and women in leadership 
to reflect the increasing diversity of our teams. In particular, 
we are investing in our most promising leaders through 
The Leadership Consortium, an accelerator program led by 
Harvard Business School that provides ongoing professional 
development, mentorship and resources to grow in their 
careers. As we’ve built these cohorts, we have been intentional 
in ensuring that they represent the diverse leadership team we 
aspire to have as we look to the future at Sonos.  

We focus on DEI because we want everyone who uses 
Sonos to feel like the product was designed just for them. 
Our commitment to inclusion means creating products and 
experiences that work for all. Through all of this, we continued 
our Sonos Radio Stations featuring a variety of artists, our own 
employees curated stations such as Full Spectrum (LGBTQ+) 
and Sonido Mio (Latinx). We’re very excited about the products 
and experiences that will be coming soon which will further 
reflect our commitment to inclusive product design.

In 2018, we launched our Sonos Soundwaves program, with 
an ambitious goal of providing 100,000 hours of youth music 
education by 2025. To date, we’ve invested over $1 million in 
music education nonprofits around the world and we’re thrilled 
to have achieved our target this year. But this doesn’t mean 
we’re finished. We remain committed to the next generation of 
musical talent and innovators working in that space. We’re also 
deepening our Regenerative Sound program, with a focus on 
the field of bioacoustics conservation, which uses sound to 
promote biodiversity in threatened habitats.

Our mission at Sonos is to help the world listen better.  
When we listen, action must follow. That’s what you’ll find 
throughout this report – how we listened. How we acted.  
And where we know we must improve. We invite you to share 
your feedback on this report and our actions by emailing us  
at csr@sonos.com. 
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Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals

Taking Climate Action

Our Climate Action Plan
Today's climate crisis threatens ecosystems and livelihoods 
around the world. As a global company, we listen to the science 
and continually look for ways to mitigate our environmental 
impact, focusing particularly on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions across our entire value chain. In FY21, we worked 
with an external team of climate experts to establish our 
Climate Action Plan, which includes annual assessments of  
our carbon footprint that ensure we are on track to fulfilling  
our commitments.

This year’s carbon footprint assessment measured our FY21 
emissions, and the results showed no significant shifts in 
our impact areas compared to FY20. Of our FY21 emissions, 
99.9%  were Scope 3, stemming from activities in our value 
chain. As with FY20, our largest Scope 3 contributors were 
product energy use, supply chain contributions as well as 
product logistics and distribution, making them priorities  
of our Climate Action Plan. 

“ We live in a world of  
brilliant sound - the creak  
of towering glaciers, 
the chirps of biodiverse 
species - and collective 
action on climate change 
is more important than 
ever before.”
DEJI OLUKOTUN
DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL AFFAIRS & SUSTAINABILITY

Step 1

!
Map and disclose 
our carbon 
footprint

Step 2

Ongoing
Begin reducing our 
carbon footprint

Step 3

FY30
Continue reducing 
and go carbon 
neutral 

Step 4

FY40
Continue reducing 
and go net zero 

At a Glance: Sonos Climate Action Plan
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We've set targets against our FY20 baseline findings to 
address each of these impact areas (see graph right) and  
help keep us on track to reach carbon neutral and eventually 
net zero.

In FY22, to address our largest impact area of product energy 
use, we held an Energy Efficiency Summit that brought 
together experts from across the company to develop  
a roadmap for improving device efficiency.

To deepen our understanding of the environmental effects  
of our products and how to reduce them, we also conducted  
our first ever product life cycle assessment (LCA) in FY22  
to strategically focus our efforts where they will have the 
biggest impact. Our findings will inform our Climate Action  
Plan moving forward. 

Read more about our environmental impact efforts in  
Our Carbon Footprint.

Product Energy Usage

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

35%
45%

Product Logistics and Distribution

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

20%
25%

Supply Chain Contributions

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

10%

25%

Product Energy Usage

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

35%
45%

Product Logistics and Distribution

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

20%
25%

Supply Chain Contributions

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

10%

25%

Product Energy Usage

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

35%
45%

Product Logistics and Distribution

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

20%
25%

Supply Chain Contributions

2020
Baseline

2030
Target

2040
Target

10%

25%

We're developing solutions to 
reduce the energy consumption of 
our products while they are in use 
and when they are idle.

We're improving our distribution and 
logistics network to make it more 
efficient.

We're working with our major 
suppliers to incorporate climate-
friendly practices, such as switching 
to renewable energy sources.

Taking Climate Action
2022 Listen Better Report
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Environmental
We consciously design products to last  
and actively work to reduce greenhouse  
gas emissions across our operations.  
These efforts are integral to our mission  
to deliver a premium sound experience.  
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How we listened
We strive to reduce our carbon footprint across our value chain 
while delivering the premium sound experience our customers 
know and expect. By listening to internal and external experts 
and proactively reducing the impacts of our products, we meet 
and surpass regulations to maintain the reputation and trust 
we have built with our stakeholders. 

With emissions reduction as a core objective, our Climate 
Action Plan guides reduction efforts toward our ultimate goal 
of achieving net zero emissions across Scopes 1, 2 and 3 
by 2040. Although our Plan focuses on our highest impact 
area (Scope 3), we also work to decrease our Scope 1 and 2 
emissions from our operations and pursue carbon offsets to 
neutralize emissions we can’t yet avoid.

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals
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Product energy 
usage

63.2%

Supply chain 
contributions

31.3%

Product logistics 
and distribution

4.5%

Other2

0.1%

Capital goods

0.6%

End-of-life 
treatment of 
products

0.2%

OUR SCOPE 3 
FOOTPRINT1

Our Carbon Footprint

1   Totals do not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
2  Other includes Fuel-and-Energy-Related Activities 

(not included in Scopes 1 or 2), Waste Generated in 
Operations, Business Travel, Employee Commuting 
and Upstream Leased Assets.



“ In order for a company to 
effectively address their 
greenhouse gas impact, they 
must first measure their footprint 
and understand their priority 
areas. Sonos has invested in 
that by conducting an annual 
carbon footprint and monitoring 
assessment and establishing 
their Climate Action Plan based 
on the results.”
VITALMETRICS   GHG CONSULTANTS

Our Carbon Footprint

Environmental Social Governance ESG Supplement 9
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How we acted
In line with industry practice, we report on our emissions from 
the prior fiscal year to ensure the integrity of our data. Our 
FY21 carbon footprint was 1,257,917 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalent (MTCO2e), broken down into Scope 1 
(0.00%), Scope 2 (0.06%) and Scope 3 (99.94%) . Like our 
FY20 footprint, the most significant contributor is Scope 3 
emissions, which result from up- and downstream activities in 
our value chain.

Although the proportions of emissions remained relatively 
steady across Scopes 1, 2 and 3 compared to FY20, the 
impact within Scope 3 shifted slightly in FY21. We’re still early in 
our climate journey and improving the accuracy of our data is a 
crucial step to meaningful progress. Accordingly, we leveraged 
better data in FY21 and identified that the impact of energy 
usage by devices was 63% of our footprint, down from 75% 
reported in the prior year. Though the lower impact also stems 
in part from grid emission intensity improvements, we intend 
to see future progress that can be attributed directly to our 
actions that improve product efficiency.

Reducing our overall carbon footprint is a priority, guided by 
our Climate Action Plan goals of achieving carbon neutrality 
by FY30 and net zero by FY40. In FY22, we invested in carbon 
offsets for our Scope 1 and 2 emissions — achieving carbon 
neutrality in our operations for the fifth year in a row. 

While further investigation on the carbon footprint of music 
streaming is needed, there is no question that the emissions 
from streaming services are impacting the planet. To do our 
part, we are investing in offsetting the carbon footprint of 
Sonos Radio’s FY21 emissions.

In FY22, we also improved our methods for measuring 
greenhouse gas emissions by establishing product 
performance baselines (read more in Product Sustainability) 
and began introducing activity-specific data for some Scope 3 
emissions, instead of using industry-average emission factors. 
In FY23, we will be engaging with our contract manufacturers 
to improve the quality and availability of supplier emissions 
data. These efforts will help us strengthen our relationships 
across our supply chain and set meaningful reduction targets. 

Performance
Target

Performance
Target

FY30

FY40

100%

Zero

Achieve 100%  
carbon neutrality in  
our operations.

Achieve net zero  
across Scopes 1, 2  
and 3 emissions.

Our Carbon Footprint
2022 Listen Better Report
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In FY22, Sonos conducted our first climate risk screening 
assessment. The screening evaluated physical and transition 
risks and opportunities using the framework established by the 
Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 

In alignment with that guidance, we examined the potential 
impacts of climate change on our business operations up 
to the year 2050. Our physical risk assessment considered 
the effects of climate-related events, including extreme heat, 
water stress, flooding, storms and fires, on our offices and the 
locations of our contract manufacturers. This initial screening 
found that Sonos' exposure to such physical risks is low. 

During the screening, we found that transition risks (such as 
legal, reputational, and policy changes) are more difficult to 
predict and require further investigation. In FY23, we will plan  
to expand the scope of our risk analysis and explore a full  
TCFD report.

Environmental Social Governance ESG Supplement
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Product Sustainability

How we listened
Since our founding, we have endeavored to create the highest-
quality sound experience for our listeners. We open our ears 
to their feedback and continually innovate to deliver on their 
expectations for safe, energy-efficient, enduring products 
made with fewer raw materials. As we continually seek new 
perspectives and ways to improve, we have collaborated with 
organizations such as Sustainable Brands, GreenBiz and the 
Sustainable Packaging Coalition to implement best practices.

In FY22, we established a dedicated Product Sustainability 
team that brings together experts from across the company 
to listen, learn and drive forward our Product Sustainability 
Program. This team is currently developing a new framework 
that will allow us to evaluate broadly and dive deeply into 
both hardware and software, focusing on the reduction of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the environmental 
impact of our products and packaging.

We’re focusing on five areas for new products currently in 
development (see graphic).

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals
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Energy efficiency:  
Design energy saving solutions.
Product energy use is the most significant contributor to our carbon  
footprint, so we choose hardware components with power-saving features  
and continually improve our software to reduce power consumption.

Design for serviceability:  
Minimize waste through repair and recycle. 
This process seeks to optimize disassembly and reassembly processes  
to make refurbishment, repair and end of life recycling more efficient  
and sustainable.

Safer materials:  
Protect human and environmental health. 
We are committed to creating products and packaging that minimize the use of 
substances of concern. We meet or exceed all relevant regulatory requirements 
and voluntarily minimize the use of nonregulated harmful substances. 

Circular materials: Products   
Reduce single-use materials in products.
We leverage post-consumer recycled (PCR) materials wherever possible, 
reducing the amount of waste going into landfill.

Circular materials: Packaging  
Design packaging that integrates circular principles.
Three goals drive our packaging innovations: minimizing single-use plastics to 
reduce waste, committing to Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified fibers 
and increasing recycled content through responsible sourcing.



Product Sustainability

“ Product longevity is 
the #1 element that 
influences whether  
or not one views  
a speaker company  
to be environmentally 
friendly.”
QUOTE FROM 2021 USER RESEARCH STUDY
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How we acted
Energy efficiency

When we developed our Climate Action Plan, we learned 
that improving the energy efficiency of our products has the 
greatest impact toward reducing our GHG emissions.

We decided to take action to better understand our energy 
performance and deliver more sustainable products for our 
customers. In FY22, we staged an Energy Efficiency Summit, 
attended by our senior engineers, designers and leaders. This 
event helped establish a baseline for our power management 
program and allowed us to identify efficiency challenges and 
set goals across our product portfolio. Using learnings and 
insights gained from the summit, we developed a roadmap 
for achieving the lowest possible power consumption while 
embracing an uncompromising customer experience. 

The roadmap is designed to further two goals:

●  Reduce power consumption through software and 
hardware improvements.

●  Uphold user confidence in the power state and capability 
of Sonos products.

To support the development of human-centered and energy 
efficient solutions, we created a data aggregation tool to 
understand how people use our current power management 
states. We will continuously update and evolve this model to 
inform future efficiency improvements that cater directly to  
our customers.

As we continue on our sustainability journey, we're always 
striving to strengthen the quality of our data. We improved 
the measurement of our products' idle power consumption, 
a key metric in our goal to reduce our energy footprint across 
the product portfolio. With this new methodology in place, we 
identified idle power usage as slightly higher than previously 
measured at 3.4 watts for FY22. Despite the increased stated 
average, we continue to reduce the idle power consumption 
of new and existing products toward achieving our goal of an 
average idle energy usage under 2 watts across our portfolio 
for consumer products.

Product Sustainability

How we keep track

Average Idle Power Across Our
Product Portfolio  (Watts)

FY13
Baseline

FY20 FY21 FY22

4.86

3.78
3.22 3.40

2022 Listen Better Report
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Design for serviceability

Electronics require resources whose extraction can have 
significant environmental impacts, and linear design leads to 
unnecessary waste of these materials. To encourage reuse 
and increase longevity, we’ve set out to make our products 
more serviceable. 

In FY22, we launched a serviceability index used during 
product development to assess design across factors such 
as service time, parts consumption, transportation, packaging 
and rate of issues that require service. We have begun applying 
the index to devices in our design pipeline, generating a 
serviceability score that quantifies potential for improvement. 
Using this index, we will incorporate design for serviceability 
principles in 100% of new devices from FY23 on. 

Additionally, we developed architectural enablers that 
drive serviceable product design. These features allow for 
exchangeability when a piece fails, limit contingencies between 
parts that drive unnecessary waste and make devices easier 
to deconstruct for repair or recycling.

Another key way to reduce the environmental impact of 
our products is to transition to regional repair and away 
from moving products that need servicing across borders. 
We began work on in-region repair in FY22 with a focus on 
products that only needed cosmetic refurbishment. Based  
on the success of that program, we’ll be expanding this 
initiative moving forward to cover more products to reduce  
our emissions and save on costs.

When a customer no longer has use for their speakers, we take 
them back for refurbishment or recycling. For more information 
about how to recycle Sonos products, please visit our website.

Product Sustainability

Performance
Target FY23

100% of new devices will 
incorporate design for 
serviceability principles 
through an internal 
service index allowing 
for simplified repair, 
refurbishment and 
recycling.

2022 Listen Better Report
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Safer materials

We choose materials for our products that provide a premium 
sound experience while keeping human and environmental 
health top of mind. As a result our products meet or exceed 
all applicable global regulations on restricted, banned or 
reportable substances and chemicals. 

Existing regulations, however, do not address all potentially 
harmful materials. To hold our devices to a higher standard, 
we voluntarily place select substances on our internal 
restricted substances list (RSL). For example, our Halogen 
Free Initiative, started in FY22, focuses on understanding and 
reducing the halogen content in our devices and establishing 
an infrastructure for accurate accounting and verification. 
As part of the initiative's first year, we developed a baseline 
understanding of which products and product features contain 
halogens. Last year, we shared a target that by FY23 all new 
products would be halogen free. Following our learnings from 
the FY22 baseline assessment, we will be unable to meet 
that target due to a lack of viable alternatives and the need 
for further research. We remain committed to eliminating 
halogens from the product design and, in FY23, we plan to 
develop alternatives for PVC in power cords and halogenated 
flame retardants in printed circuit board laminates. Sonos 
has also joined the non-profit ChemForward to collaborate 
with industry leaders in eliminating harmful chemicals from 
consumer electronics.

Circular materials

We carefully select the materials that go into our products and 
packaging to promote the principles of circularity and reduce 
environmental impacts.

Product

Many products have a linear life cycle, one that begins at 
manufacture and ends in disposal. We’re aiming to change 
that for Sonos products by continuing to deliver superb sound 
while increasing the use of recycled content and minimizing 
single-use materials.

We set a goal to incorporate PCR plastics into all new products 
beginning in FY23. By replacing raw materials with recycled 
plastics, we can reduce the environmental impacts of our 
products. To this end, in FY22, we developed a new shade  
of white that accommodates PCR plastics without 
compromising on quality or durability. Read more about  
this initiative on page 16.

Our approach to using PCR plastics substitutes one material 
for another, but we are also exploring dematerialization, such 
as making devices smaller and lighter without compromising 
sound quality or user experience.

In addition to designing our products in support of 
circularity principles, we also make statutory contributions 

to organizations that facilitate the ethical stewardship and 
circularity of end-of-life packaging, electronics and batteries. 
This stewardship includes creating awareness among 
consumers about earth-friendly practices, including educating 
them on the types of waste and the importance of properly 
managing waste streams at home and actively encouraging 
consumers to adopt sustainable practices and promote  
landfill avoidance. 

Product Sustainability

Performance
Target FY23

100% of new products  
will incorporate  
post-consumer  
recycled plastics.

2022 Listen Better Report
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Product Sustainability

NEW COLOR, LOWER IMPACT

During the research and development of our PCR plastic, 
we learned that the existing shade of white used in our 
speakers was difficult to match. When plastics from landfill 
are recycled, all light colors are combined to create light 
colored material, resulting in a distinct shade. Knowing 
this, we challenged ourselves and developed a new white 
to accommodate PCR plastic without compromising on 
premium quality and durability. Our new white will be used 
across our portfolio going forward.

“ This shade is softer and 
blends in better with home 
interiors, while retaining 
the product longevity our 
customers expect. We are 
excited to bring this more 
responsible white to market 
on products launching in 
FY23 and beyond.”
KITTY SUIDMAN
HEAD OF PRODUCT SUSTAINABILITY AT SONOS

2022 Listen Better Report
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Packaging

We aim to design, develop and deliver premium, circular 
packaging that provides excellent protection with minimal 
impact. We’re honored to be recognized for these efforts, 
earning The Dieline Gold in the Consumer Electronics 
Category, IDEA Gold in the Packaging category, the IDEA  
Jury Chair Award as well as Pentawards Silver in the Home, 
Leisure and Other Markets category.

Our Packaging System Refresh guides our development of 
sustainable packaging with goals to:

● Minimize single-use plastics.

●  Increase the use of sustainably sourced papers, defined 
as those made from PCR content, FSC-certified virgin 
fibers or recyclable plant-based fibers.

To better understand how our users’ packaging recycling and 
disposal habits are changing, we conducted a study with over 
16,000 beta testers. The study revealed that our customers 
find the use of plastic materials to be the most frustrating 
aspect of the packaging experience. To address this finding, 
we removed over 98,000 pounds of plastic from packaging for 
six product groups in FY22 through the development of our 
Custom Kraft Paper. We use this Sonos Custom Kraft Paper 
across our product portfolio to deliver a premium aesthetic 
that is entirely plastic-free and recyclable. For packaging where 
plastic is still necessary, we’re integrating PCR plastic in place 
of single-use plastic.

Feedback from consumers show that they appreciate our 
packaging and can see and feel the difference of more 
recyclable and responsible materials . 

Product Sustainability

“ We want customers to enjoy  
the unboxing experience  
from an aesthetic and  
sustainability perspective.”
MICHELLE ENRIGHT
HEAD OF PACKAGING EXPERIENCE AT SONOS

2022 Listen Better Report
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Product Sustainability

“ I really dig the effort  
@Sonos puts into its 
packaging. Thoughtful 
designs with a nice 
premium feel.”
SONOS USER @BRENDO    
TWEET FROM APRIL 28, 2022

2022 Listen Better Report
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In FY22, our new product packaging contained 90%  
sustainably sourced paper content, toward our goal  
of achieving 100% by FY25.

Also, in FY22, we joined the Mixed Paper Collaborative  
program through the Sustainable Packaging Coalition.  
This program is exploring solutions that turn mixed paper 
into recycled packaging materials to remove more paper 
from the waste stream and reduce the use of virgin materials. 
The Collaborative provides opportunities to engage diverse 
stakeholder groups, identify challenges in recovering mixed 
papers and expand the use of mixed paper in packaging.

In FY22, we acquired life cycle assessment screening software 
that will allow us to identify more areas for improvement, 
shape our future efforts and critically assess our packaging 
sustainability key performance indicators.  

Product Sustainability

Performance
Target FY25

100% of new product 
packaging will include 
recycled PCR content, 
FSC-certified virgin 
fibers or recyclable 
plant-based fibers.

How we keep track

Average Idle Power Across Our
Product Portfolio  (Watts)

FY20

3.78

FY21

3.22

FY22

3.40

New product packaging that 
includes recycled PCR content, 
FSC-certified virgin fibers or 
recyclable plant-based fibers  (%)

FY20

XX%

FY21

XX%

FY22

90%

Average Idle Power Across Our
Product Portfolio  (Watts)

FY20

3.78

FY21

3.22

FY22

3.40

New product packaging that 
includes recycled PCR content, 
FSC-certified virgin fibers or 
recyclable plant-based fibers1  (%)

FY22

90%

FY25
Target

100%
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1    In FY22, we updated our sustainable packaging 
measurement to be more robust, including all paper 
packaging components (document envelopes,  
Quick Start Guides, paper wraps, molded fiber 
cushions, etc.) for new products released during  
that fiscal year. We do not have comparable data  
for historical years at this time. 



Social
Supporting our people, customers and communities  
is a vital part of who we are at Sonos. Promoting 
diversity, equity and inclusion, responsible supply  
chain practices, philanthropic efforts and privacy,  
help us build a stronger, more resilient company.  
And it starts with listening and understanding their 
needs and expectations so we can work towards 
shared goals that make a positive impact for all. 
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

How we listened
At Sonos, we bring together people from a variety of 
perspectives, and we celebrate the innovation that can only 
happen when their unique viewpoints intersect. As part of 
our diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) efforts, we recruit, 
retain and develop employees from all walks of life and lived 
experiences. Through our efforts, we know that building 
diverse teams alone is not enough. That is why we continue 
to create a culture of belonging where everyone is able to 
meaningfully contribute their ideas and perspectives.

DEI principles are integrated into our operations, culture and 
business strategy and in FY22, we refreshed our DEI approach 
to continue developing a diverse and inclusive culture by 
focusing on four areas (see graphic).

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals

Workforce:  
Building systems that  

drive equitable 
representation

Community:  
Lending our voice and the 

strength of our brand to 
issues that matter

Workplace:  
Fostering a culture  
in which everyone  

experiences inclusion  
and belonging

Marketplace:  
Integrating DEI into  

our business

DEI PRINCIPLES: 
FOUR AREAS  

OF FOCUS

2022 Listen Better Report
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How we acted
In FY22, we provided more DEI training, celebrated differences 
through our employee resource groups (ERGs) and Sonos 
Communities and created more inclusive products for our 
customers. These initiatives complemented our ongoing 
commitment to diversify our leadership, equip senior leaders 
to support DEI from the top and source from diverse suppliers. 
We also established our first external DEI representation goals 
(see right) and will use them when measuring the performance 
of directors and above. 

In FY22, women made up 31% of our workforce – maintaining 
representation with FY21 – and 25% of director-and-above 
positions. Employees from underrepresented races and 
ethnicities1 made up 38% of our U.S. workforce – an increase 
of 3 percentage points over FY21. Overall, representation of 
underrepresented races and ethnicities in our U.S. workforce 
remained consistent or increased across all categories from 
FY21 to FY22 with the exception of new hires, which decreased 
by 2 percentage points.  We also saw a decrease in our female 
new hires. 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Representation 
Goals FY26

50%

25%

Increase in representation 
of Black employees 
compared to a FY21 
baseline.

Increase in representation of women in technology 
to be at or above the qualified applicant pool, with a 
focus on intersectionality.

Increase in representation 
of Latinx employees 
compared to a FY21 
baseline.

Increase in representation of people of color and 
women in director-and-above roles to reflect the 
diversity of our teams.

We continue to invest in inclusive hiring practices to help us 
reach and attract diverse talent. In FY22, we expanded the 
use of a bias scanning tool to remove exclusionary terms 
from job descriptions, thereby attracting the widest range of 
candidates. We also provide all hiring managers access to 
inclusive interview training to learn about unconscious bias.

To promote transparency, we provide our employees 
with regular reports on DEI progress, including workforce 
representation and pay equity. We periodically conduct a pay 
equity analysis, with the next scheduled in FY23. Our FY21 
assessment showed no statistically significant negative  
impact on any demographic group. 

Our ERGs provide crucial input into how we can improve the 
employee experience at Sonos. In FY22, more than 45% 
of Sonos employees participated in ERGs, a 24% increase 
compared to FY21, tracking closely to our increase in 
employee population over the same period. Following an 
employee engagement survey, we conducted focus groups 
with a number of ERGs to deepen our understanding of their 
experiences. Their insights are helping to shape our FY23 
strategy on belonging and engagement.
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As part of our approach to employee engagement, we are 
proactive on addressing societal challenges. From a war 
in Ukraine to violence against marginalized communities 
to peeling back of women’s rights. We saw each of these 
incidents as critical moments to come together, increase 
awareness, practice empathy and compassion and take care 
of our people. From listening sessions, community support  
and policy changes we have - and will continue to - respond  
to these moments with our people at the center.

Externally, in addition to our philanthropic community work, 
we strive to progress diversity and inclusion by increasing 
spend with diverse suppliers. We include criteria for diverse 
suppliers in our request for proposals and other onboarding 
opportunities and engage with vendors owned by women, 
members of the LGBTQIA+ community, diverse racial and 
ethnic backgrounds, persons with disabilities and veterans. 
Our near-term targets are to increase spend with diverse 
suppliers as well as the percentage of the total spend  
they comprise.

In our efforts to deliver premium and authentic sound 
experiences to all, we're focused on strengthening our 
inclusive product design initiative. At Sonos, this means 
implementing a framework that enables and draws on the full 
range of human diversity to create products that fulfill as many 
user needs as possible. 

We've started by diversifying our beta testers, which allows 
us to learn from people with a range of backgrounds, abilities 
and perspectives. In FY22, we introduced Inclusive Design 
training to all research and development teams to help us 
create more inclusive products. In FY23, we will concentrate 
on identifying opportunities across the breadth of our product 
creation process to increase accessibility and value to a wider 
audience. There is more work to do.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Performance
Target

Performance
Target

FY23

FY25

3%

5%

Increase spend with diverse 
suppliers compared to a  
FY20 baseline.1

Increase spend with diverse 
suppliers compared to a  
FY20 baseline.1
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How we keep track

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Global Workforce Gender Diversity1

(% female  – by fiscal year)
  female      male

Global workforce

All other roles2

Director-and-above roles2 

New hires

Technical roles
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29.6%

30.8%

21.5%

40.6%

19.0%31.3%

32.2%

25.3%

40.3%

19.0%31.2%

32.0%

24.5%

33.2%

18.4%

FY20

FY20

FY20

FY20

FY20FY21

FY21

FY21

FY21

FY21FY22

FY22

FY22

FY22

FY22

1  FY22 DEI data represents our workforce as of September 30, 2022. 
2  Director-and-above roles include the highest-level individual 

contributors and managers, VPs and CXOs. All other roles include 
positions not included in director and above or technical roles.



FY21 FY22

35% 38%

FY21 FY22

19% 24%

FY21 FY22

37% 41%

FY21 FY22

12.5% 12.5%

FY21 FY22

44% 42%

FY21 FY22

77% 81%

FY21 FY22

35% 38%

FY21 FY22

19% 24%

FY21 FY22

37% 41%

FY21 FY22

12.5% 12.5%

FY21 FY22

44% 42%

FY21 FY22

77% 81%

FY21 FY22

35% 38%

FY21 FY22

19% 24%

FY21 FY22

37% 41%

FY21 FY22

12.5% 12.5%

FY21 FY22

44% 42%

FY21 FY22

77% 81%

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

U.S. Workforce Ethnicity Representation 
(% ethically diverse  – by fiscal year)1

Workforce

Board members New hires

Employees who shared 
their ethnicity information

Directors-and-above2 All other roles3
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1    This data represents the percentage of 
U.S. employees who shared their race 
and ethnicity information. This was 77% 
of our U.S. workforce in FY21, and 81%  
in FY22. 

2  Director-and-above roles include the 
highest-level individual contributors and 
managers, VPs and CXOs.

3  All other roles include all positions not 
included in director and above.



Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

FY22 U.S. Workforce Ethnic Diversity1 
(% of U.S. workforce)
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Asian
Black or African 

American 
Hispanic  
or Latino Indigenous Multiracial White 

U.S. workforce 21.3% 5.1% 7.7% 0.5% 3.5% 62.1%

Director and 
above roles2 14.4% 2.5% 4.4% 0.0% 2.5% 76.3%

All other roles2 22.5% 5.5% 8.3% 0.6% 3.6% 59.5%

New hires 21.9% 8.5% 7.8% 0.3% 3.5% 58.0%

1     Percentages are based on the more than 81% of our U.S. workforce who 
disclosed their ethnicity information. We do not include non-disclosed persons 
in the analysis population. Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding. 

2   Director-and-above roles include the highest-level individual contributors and 
managers, VPs and CXOs. All other roles include positions not included in 
director and above.



Supply Chain Responsibility

How we listened
A premium product is a responsibly-made product. We are 
committed to respecting human rights in our supply chain 
through a robust Code of Conduct, trusted relationships 
with suppliers and verified audits of labor practices and 
environmental conditions. We work side-by-side with our 
suppliers, ensuring the maintenance of our product quality 
standards and the continuous improvement of suppliers’ social 
and environmental practices. 

To deepen our commitment to supply chain responsibility, we 
joined the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) as an affiliate 
member in FY21. The RBA is a nonprofit coalition of companies 
in the electronics, retail, auto and toy industries dedicated to 
continually improving supply chain social and environmental 
standards. RBA provides members with real-time insights into 
our supply chain, helping us adhere to best practices in human 
rights standards, especially as we expand our operations into 

new regions globally. Our Supplier Code of Conduct aligns 
with the International Labor Organization conventions and 
RBA standards, details our expectations for supplier conduct 
in their facilities and is designed to ensure worker rights and 
safety and environmentally conscious business operations. 
We require suppliers to adhere to the Code, which addresses 
topics such as non-discrimination, child and involuntary labor, 
business integrity and environmental impact. 

For our key suppliers, who represent 80% of our supply chain 
spend, we ensure adherence to our Code through audits. In 
FY22, we partnered with two third-party specialist firms, in 
addition to the RBA, to audit our key suppliers. We work with 
suppliers to correct any instances of noncompliance with the 
Code or other regulations. Inability to correct instances of 
noncompliance are grounds for termination of our relationship 
with that supplier.

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals
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How we acted
We conduct regular supply chain audits as part of our strategy 
for identifying, mitigating and preventing risks across our 
supply chain. In FY22, we audited 100% of key suppliers 
through the RBA Self Assessment Questionnaire or on-site 
audits, achieving our FY25 target of 100% of key suppliers 
audited annually. Our on-site audits covered 70.8% of key 
suppliers in FY22. 

Issues found during audits are categorized based on their 
severity: critical, major or minor. In FY22, we identified a total 
of 359 findings during audits, deeming 12 critical (3.3%), 212 
major (59.1%) and 135 minor (37.6%). Of the critical and major 
issues, 89.7% were closed within the target time, progressing 
toward our FY25 goal of 95% of critical and major issues 
closed within target time. The remaining three critical issues 
and 20 major issues are actively undergoing improvement. 
The most common issues concerned working hours and 
emergency preparedness and response plans.   

As part of our partnership with RBA, we set a goal in FY21 
to conduct in-person audits (in coordination with RBA) of at 
least 50% of suppliers where we identified critical issues in 
the previous year. In FY22, we surpassed this goal by auditing 
100% of suppliers where critical issues were identified.

How we keep track

Supply Chain Responsibility

Performance
Target Annual 

50% of suppliers with critical 
issues audited in person, 
in coordination with RBA

Performance
Target FY25

100% of key suppliers  
audited annually

Performance
Target FY25

95% of critical and major 
issues closed within 
target time

Key Suppliers Audited
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

40%

74% 70%

100%

Critical and Major Issues Closed 
Within Target Time
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

85% 89% 90%
95%

Key Suppliers Audited
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

40%

74%

100% 100%

Critical and Major Issues Closed 
Within Target Time
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

85% 89% 90%
95%

A
C
H
IE

V
ED
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Supply Chain Responsibility

Audit Findings

FY20 FY21 FY22 

Number of issues identified 297 254 359

– Critical 2 14 12

– Major 124 139 212

– Minor 153 101 135

Nonconformance rate  
with labor standards 
(identified during audits) 

— — 11.6%

Corrective action rate  
of labor standards 
nonconformance

— — 75%

Key Suppliers Audited
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

40%

74% 70%

100%

Critical and Major Issues Closed 
Within Target Time
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

85% 89% 90%
95%
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Key Suppliers Audited
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

40%

74% 70%

100%

Critical and Major Issues Closed 
Within Target Time
(%)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

85% 89% 90%
95%

Top Nonconformance 
Categories in FY22

(by number of instances  
flagged during audits) 

Working  
hours 

Industrial 
hygiene

Occupational 
safety

Freely chosen 
employment

Food, sanitation 
and housing

Emergency 
preparedness  
and response

40

21

10

5
54



Giving Back

How we listened
To us, listening better isn’t just about the products we make 
for our existing customers. It also means extending access 
to the benefits of music, sound and Sonos technology to all. 
We regularly check in with our stakeholders, from community 
members to employees to nonprofit partners, through informal 
meetings and roundtables to understand their needs and how 
we can provide support as a leading tech company.

To target our support most effectively, our social impact 
program, Sonos Soundwaves, partnered with 14 nonprofit 
organizations globally in FY22, across three focus areas 
(shown right) to enrich lives through sound.

Sonos Soundwaves

•  Sound Education: Supports youth music education 
programs around the world

•  Inclusive Sound: Connects women and other 
underrepresented1 groups to opportunities in  
sound production

•  Regenerative Sound: Provides technical and  
financial support to bioacoustic projects for  
environmental conservation

“ We bring a holistic approach 
to building our products 
sustainably, fostering 
an inclusive and diverse 
workforce and giving back 
to our communities — all of 
this helps us act responsibly 
for our stakeholders."
DEJI OLUKOTUN
DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL AFFAIRS & SUSTAINABILITY

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals
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Giving Back

STUDYING SOUNDS FROM NATURE
Biodiversity, at first glance, may seem like an unusual philanthropic 
focus area for an audio technology company. But sound, from normal 
habitat sounds to man-made mechanical noise, plays a critical role 
in the healthy functioning of ecosystems. In FY22, we partnered 
with several conservation organizations to support research into 
endangered and threatened animals, with a particular focus on 
bioacoustics, the study of animal sounds. 

Sounds from the Seas

We made two donations totaling over $50,000 to the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography to support their new Birch Aquarium 
exhibit on little blue penguins and help their Acoustic Ecology Lab 
carry out bioacoustics research. Our audio technology will be used in 
the penguin exhibit to educate visitors about little blues and the threats 
they face in the wild. Our funding will help the Acoustic Ecology Lab 
learn more about the impact of human noise on marine wildlife. 

Environmental Social Governance ESG Supplement
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Giving Back

Sounds from the Trees

We enthusiastically support projects that creatively 
expand the uses of our technology. We partnered 
with an academic research team at the K. Lisa 
Yang Center for Conservation for Bioacoustics at 
the Cornell Lab of Ornithology to provide acoustic 
hardware to monitor gray wolves in real time. 
Wolves have been absent from California for nearly 
a century, and their natural return is exciting for 
some and concerning for others. These solar-
powered recording units help researchers capture 
wolf vocalizations, such as adults howling and pups 
barking, and transmit it in real-time. Having this  
data promptly helps conservationists to avert 
potential conflicts between wildlife and local 
communities - and also provides valuable 
information about the wolf population.
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Giving Back

We support nonprofits and mission-driven brands through 
our Sonos Radio Social Impact Program, grants and product 
donations. The Sonos Radio Social Impact Program donates 
advertising time on our exclusive radio channels on an ad-hoc 
basis to support Soundwaves partners; monthly causes like 
Earth Day or Black History Month; and disaster relief.

In addition to the Soundwaves and Sonos Radio programs, 
we encourage employees to give back to local nonprofits 
by volunteering and participating in fundraisers held by our 
employee resource groups (ERGs).

How we acted
In 2018, we launched our Sonos Soundwaves philanthropic 
program with the goal of supporting youth music education 
around the world. Over the past five years, this initiative has 
provided children in need with opportunities to think creatively, 
raise academic achievement, develop social skills and prepare 
for successful futures. We are thrilled to have reached our 
goal of providing 100,000 hours of quality music education 
to underserved youth three years ahead of our target date of 
FY25. The outsized impact of this program is a testament to 
the talent and dedication of our Soundwaves partners. 

In FY22, our Soundwaves program made great strides in 
supporting the Regenerative Sound program. We partnered 
with Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the K. Lisa Yang 
Center for Conservation Bioacoustics and Rainforest 
Connection to provide in-kind and financial donations to 
support bioacoustics research – the use of sound to protect 
threatened species and to conserve forests.  Monitoring the 
vocalizations of animals and insects can provide valuable 
insight into the status of threatened species in the ocean, 
forests and other ecosystems. Additionally, this research gives 
humans an opportunity to connect to nature, fostering support 
for conservation efforts. We funded a unique expedition to 
deploy acoustic monitors in the Sierra Nevada mountains to 
track how endangered owls were recovering from wildfires.  
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Free advertising on Sonos Radio 
We provide our Soundwaves partners and other aligned organizations with free advertising 

on Sonos Radio, our live audio-streaming service exclusively for Sonos customers. 
In FY22, we:

535,000 64 million 100
donated over

hours of  
ad space

delivered over

impressions 

supported over

different 
organizations



Giving Back

In Indonesia, we supported local conservation efforts in 
Western Sumatra, one of the most biodiverse regions in the 
world. Closer to home, we supported acoustics research in the 
Santa Barbara Channel on whale migrations and shipping lanes 
with the Scripps Institute of Oceanography. We also supported 
an interactive exhibit on climate change at MOXI, the Wolf 
Museum of Exploration + Innovation in Santa Barbara, CA, the 
city where Sonos was founded.

As only 2% of music producers and audio engineers are 
women, in FY22 we supported emerging female talent through 
our inclusive sound initiative. We supported Het HEM, an 
Amsterdam-based nonprofit that provides artist workshops 
and career development opportunities for female musicians. 
We also supported the nonprofit We Are Moving The Needle 
in their mission to empower women in the recording and 
professional audio industry with the education, equipment and 
mentorship needed to succeed at the highest levels.

The past few years have demonstrated our 
interconnectedness, while simultaneously making in-person 
interactions more challenging. In addition to the conversations 
we host with employees to discuss some of these challenging 
societal moments, we also help various causes that arise 
throughout the year. In FY22, we donated to Direct Relief, 
providing pandemic aid and supporting Ukrainians affected 
by the war, and donated to the ACLU and Equality Texas to 
support the fight against anti-trans legislation. 

Our employees also raised thousands of dollars for local 
nonprofits. Some notable examples include Rose Washak, 
who raised money for Home Base, an organization supporting 
injured veterans, through her seventh “Run to Home Base” 5K. 
Another employee, Robert Mariano, participated in a charity 
motorcycle ride to raise funds for a memorial dedicated to 
Idaho’s first female service member. Both employees are 
members of the Veterans@ ERG.

 

Performance
Target FY25

100k Achieve 100,000 hours  
of music education 

Hours of Music Education 
(cumulative – thousands of hours)

FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25
Target

57.0

73.5

100 100

A
C

H
IE

V
ED

How we keep track
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Privacy and Cybersecurity
How we listened
Our customers welcome our products into their homes and 
businesses, so maintaining strong privacy is paramount to 
Sonos. We use customer data to improve listening experiences 
while always staying up to date on the ever-changing privacy 
regulation landscape. Listening better means maintaining 
strong and transparent privacy practices that garner trust  
with our stakeholders, bolster our reputation and reduce 
operational risks. 

As technologies and our interactions with them change, 
cybersecurity threats evolve and grow more sophisticated. 
We manage cybersecurity threats with a technical and 
organizational approach, protecting customer information 
every step of the way. Our Privacy Statement details our 
strategies and policies on cybersecurity and builds upon  
our Privacy Principles. 

 
How we acted
We apply our Privacy Principles to every interaction, including 
when governmental authorities request customer information 
as part of a civil or criminal procedure. Our approach to 
customer privacy dictates that all parties must submit a formal 
written request, such as a warrant or equivalent document. 

Once we receive the request, we determine whether it’s 
appropriate to share the information. In FY22, we received  
63 requests for information from law enforcement agencies 
in the U.S. and Europe, 33 of which provided sufficient 
information and were granted. The overwhelming majority  
of these requests come from customers who reported 
products stolen from their homes.

Maintaining high levels of privacy and cybersecurity takes 
many hands. All employees are required to complete privacy 
and security training to ensure the company can suitably 
protect the security and privacy of our systems, products and 
data, including customer data.

We engage with third-party privacy organizations to identify 
areas for improvement and solicit feedback on our approach. 
Members of our team regularly attend events hosted by the 
International Association of Privacy Professionals, the largest 
global network of information privacy experts, and participate 
in their KnowledgeNet program to stay up to date on the 
privacy landscape.

We also seek feedback on our security practices from 
the global community. Through our Security Researcher 
Recognition Program, we acknowledge individuals who 
discover vulnerabilities in our website, services, apps or 
devices. Our Privacy team thoroughly investigates every 
vulnerability or concern reported to us.
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We use data to serve our listeners. 
We put the listener first, using data to 

provide incredible sound experiences.  
Nothing more. Nothing less.

We provide meaningful choices that  
are easy to understand.

We clearly present information to listeners  
at the right moment, allowing them to  

make effective choices.

We collect only what we need.
We believe data decays and loses value  

over time, so we delete it once it is  
no longer useful.

We protect the data of our listeners  
as if it were our own.

We continually seek to improve the  
security of listener data.

PRIVACY 
PRINCIPLES 

https://www.sonos.com/en-us/legal/privacy
https://www.sonos.com/en-us/security
https://www.sonos.com/en-us/security


We are committed to delivering new experiences and 
effortlessly connecting listeners to the content they 
love. While voice command functionality epitomizes 
effortlessness, we found that many customers choose  
not to activate or use this service because of privacy 
concerns. In response to this feedback, we built our  
Sonos Voice Control system with a focus on stringent  
privacy protections. 

Sonos Voice Control allows users to control their music and 
their Sonos system by simply stating “Hey Sonos,” followed 
by a spoken command. Our customers can listen to their 

music or the radio, control volume, navigate tracks, target or 
group Sonos speakers, manage their playlists and more with 
simple voice commands.  The Sonos voice engine processes 
spoken commands and understands requests entirely on 
the speaker; no audio or transcript is sent to the cloud, 
stored, listened to, read or labeled by anyone — so all the 
conversations in a user’s home remain in the home.

Listening better to our customers and addressing their 
concerns is how we deliver a premium music experience 
without compromise.

Privacy and Cybersecurity

MORE CONVENIENCE, 
MORE SECURITY
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Governance
We continually strive to listen better. To our customers. 
To our shareholders. To our employees. To our  
non-profit partners. To our society. This ongoing 
dialogue helps us to shape and prioritize the ethics  
and governance principles that make the kind of 
impact that everyone can be proud of. 
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Corporate and ESG Governance

How we listened
We deliver a premium sound experience thanks to the 
commitment of all Sonos employees and oversight from our 
Board of Directors. The eight members of our Board, seven  
of whom are independent, govern our actions and ensure  
we maintain our high standards of quality and ethics. 

The diverse backgrounds and perspectives of the Board  
shape our corporate governance, helping us to conduct 
business responsibly and in line with the principles our 
customers and employees value. As of FY22, three Board 
members are female and one is a person from a historically 
underrepresented group.

Our Board of Directors has three standing committees:

● Audit

● Compensation, People and Diversity & Inclusion

● Nominating and Corporate Governance

The Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee 
oversees our Corporate Sustainability and Impact Program. 
The Director of Global Affairs and Sustainability reports to 
the committee at least annually and also engages with the 
full Board. In addition, the Audit Committee oversees risk 
exposure, including risks related to supply chain and  
climate change. 

We listen to stakeholders, both internally and externally, to 
evaluate and prioritize environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) efforts. This open dialogue helps shape our approach 
to ESG topics, grow our ESG programs and enhance 
transparency in this report. We welcome all feedback  
at csr@sonos.com.

Contributions to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 
Goals
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“ Sonos’ commitment to our 
stockholders is closely tied to the 
sound governance of our business. 
We strive to hold ourselves to the 
highest standards of ethics and to 
listen to our experts, employees 
and users for feedback on how  
we can improve.”
EDDIE LAZARUS
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER AT SONOS

Corporate and ESG Governance

Anti-Corruption Policy

Code of Conduct and Ethics

Conflict Minerals Statement

Privacy Statement

Student and Dispatch Worker Standard 
for Supplier Facilities in China

UK Modern Slavery Act/ 
California Transparency  in Supply 

Chains Act Transparency Statement

You can access these policies at 
sustainability.sonos.com/reports

OUR ESG POLICIES
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Sustainable Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Index
Technology & Communications – Hardware
Product Security 

SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-230a.1 Description of approach to identifying and 
addressing data security risks in products

The Sonos Product Security team works with development teams to enable adoption of best practices for building secure products. The team 
pursues this goal by shepherding Sonos products through the security development life cycle (which includes data security best practices), 
building components to solve harder security problems and deploying tools to detect coding and configuration failures.

Employee Diversity & Inclusion
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-330a.1 Percentage of gender and racial/ethnic group 
representation for (1) management,  
(2) technical staff, and (3) all other employees

U.S. Workforce Ethnicity Representation (by fiscal year) 
FY21 FY22 

% of U.S. workforce that are ethnically diverse 35% 38%
% of directors and above that are ethnically diverse 19% 24%
% of all other roles that are ethnically diverse 37% 41%
% of Board members that are ethnically diverse 12.5% 12.5%
% of U.S. new hires that are ethnically diverse 44% 42%

% of U.S. employees that shared their ethnicity information 77% 81%

U.S. Workforce Racial and Ethnic Diversity1

Asian Black or African 
American 

Hispanic or 
Latino Indigenous Multiracial White 

% of U.S. workforce 21.3% 5.1% 7.7% 0.5% 3.5% 62.1%
% of director and above roles 14.4% 2.5% 4.4% 0.0% 2.5% 76.3% 
% of all other roles 22.5% 5.5% 8.3% 0.6% 3.6% 59.5% 
% of new hires 21.9% 8.5% 7.8% 0.3% 3.5% 58.0% 
1      Percentages are based on the more than 81% of our U.S. workforce that disclosed their ethnicity information. We do not include non-disclosed persons in the analysis population. Director and above roles 

include the highest level individual contributors and managers, VPs and CXOs. All other roles include positions not included in director and above. Percentages may not add up to100 due to rounding.
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Employee Diversity & Inclusion
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-330a.1 Percentage of gender and racial/ethnic group 
representation for (1) management,  
(2) technical staff, and (3) all other employee

Global Workforce Gender Diversity
FY20 FY21 FY22

Female Male Female Male Female Male
% of our global workforce 29.6% 70.4% 31.3% 68.7% 31.2% 68.6% 
% of director and above roles1 21.5% 78.5% 25.3% 74.7% 25.4% 74.6% 
% of technical roles 19.0% 81.0% 19.0% 81.0% 18.4% 81.6% 
% of all other roles1 30.8% 69.2% 32.2% 67.8% 32.0% 68.0% 
% of new hires 40.6% 59.4% 40.3% 59.7% 33.2% 66.8% 
1      Director and above roles include the highest level individual contributors and managers, VPs and CXOs. All other roles include positions not included in director and above.  

Product Life Cycle Management 
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-410a.1 Percentage of products by revenue that contain 
IEC 62474 declarable substances

All Sonos brand products contain some IEC 62474 declarable substances. Sonos manages the presence of IEC 62474 declarable substances 
by complying with the applicable global regulations and directives on restricted, banned, or reportable substances and chemicals.

TC-HW-410a.2 Percentage of eligible products, by revenue, 
meeting the requirements for EPEAT registration 
or equivalent

Not applicable. Sonos brand products are not in the scope of EPEAT.

TC-HW-410a.3 Percentage of eligible products, by revenue, 
meeting ENERGY STAR criteria

Not applicable. The US ENERGY STAR is either not applicable to the marketplace that Sonos brand products occupy, or the products are not in 
the scope of the US program. Sonos brand products are not in the scope of non-US ENERGY STAR programs.

TC-HW-410a.4 Weight of end-of-life products and e-waste 
recovered, percentage recycled

We recovered 217 metric tons of end-of-life products in FY22 across our North America; Asia Pacific; and European, Middle East and Africa regions. 
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Supply Chain Management
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-430a.1 Percentage of Tier 1 supplier facilities audited 
in the RBA Validated Audit Process (VAP) or 
equivalent, by (a) all facilities and (b) high-risk 
facilities

In FY22, we assessed 100% of our key suppliers through a mix of supplier participation in the Responsible Business Alliance Self Assessment 
Questionnaire and in-person audits. We conducted in-person audits of approximately 71% of key suppliers, progressing toward our FY25 goal  
to audit 100% of key suppliers annually.  

TC-HW-430a.2 Tier 1 suppliers’ (1) non-conformance rate 
with the RBA Validated Audit Process (VAP) or 
equivalent, and (2) associated corrective action 
rate for (a) priority non-conformances and (b) 
other non-conformances

In FY22, we identified a total of 359 findings during audits, deeming 12 critical (3.3%), 212 major (59.1%) and 135 minor (37.6%). Of the critical 
and major issues, 89.7% were closed within the target time, progressing toward our FY25 goal of 95% of critical and major issues closed within 
target time. Most commonly, issues concerned working hours, followed by emergency preparedness, response and emergency exists.
Top Nonconformance Categories in FY22 (by number of instances flagged during audits)  
Working hours 40
Emergency preparedness and response 21
Industrial hygiene 10
Occupational safety 5
Food, sanitation and housing 5
Freely chosen employment 4

Materials Sourcing
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

TC-HW-440a.1 Description of the management of risks 
associated with the use of critical materials

Sonos relies on third-party platforms and partners to identify and manage risks associated with the use of critical materials. As risks are 
identified, we work with our supply chain to reformulate raw materials, or to identify alternative materials, parts or suppliers as needed.

Activity Metric
SASB Code Metric Response

TC-HW-000.A Number of units produced by product category Sonos sold 6.282 million products in FY22.

TC-HW-000.B Area of manufacturing facilities (square feet) Sonos does not currently track this information. 

TC-HW-000.C Percentage of production from owned facilities Sonos does not own any production facilities.
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Household & Personal Products 
Water Management   

SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

CG-HP-140a.1 (1) Total water withdrawn, (2) total water 
consumed, percentage of each in regions with 
High or Extremely High Baseline Water Stress

Not reported.  

CG-HP-140a.2 Description of water management risks and 
discussion of strategies and practices to  
mitigate those risks

Although our business is not water intensive, we aim to conserve water whenever possible, including at our offices.

Product Environmental, Health, and Safety Performance 
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

CG-HP-250a.1 Revenue from products that contain Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of 
Chemicals (REACH) substances of very high 
concern 

Sonos does not track its product revenue against the REACH Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) list. Sonos manages the presence of 
REACH SVHCs by complying with the applicable parts of the EU Directive.

CG-HP-250a.2 Revenue from products that contain substances 
on the California DTSC Candidate Chemicals List

Sonos does not track its product revenue against the California DTSC Candidate Chemicals List. Sonos manages the presence of chemicals  
on the California DTSC Candidate Chemicals List by complying with the applicable parts of California Proposition 65.

CG-HP-250a.3 Discussion of process to identify and manage 
emerging materials and chemicals of concern

Sonos is legally obligated to meet all applicable global regulations and directives on restricted, banned, or reportable substances and chemicals 
in Sonos’ products. As part of this compliance obligation, Sonos uses multiple tools, resources, partners, and processes to monitor and react 
to the evolving requirements of applicable regulations and directives. Some of these evolving requirements cover emerging materials and 
chemicals of concern.

CG-HP-250a.4 Revenue from products designed with green 
chemistry principles

Sonos does not track its product revenue against green chemistry principles. Green chemistry principles often overlap with the legal obligation 
placed on Sonos to meet all applicable global regulations and directives on restricted, banned, or reportable substances and chemicals in 
Sonos products.
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Packaging Lifecycle Management  
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

CG-HP-410a.1 (1) Total weight of packaging, (2) percentage 
made from recycled and/or renewable materials, 
and (3) percentage that is recyclable, reusable, 
and/or compostable

In FY22, we achieved 90% sustainably sourced packaging paper for new products, which is made from either post-consumer recycled,  
FSC-certified, or plant-based fiber paper. The total weight of packaging for new products was 3,159 metric tons with 2,828 metric tons 
sustainably sourced.   

CG-HP-410a.2 Discussion of strategies to reduce the 
environmental impact of packaging throughout 
its lifecycle

We’re designing our packaging to reflect our responsibility to the planet. This means continuing to move toward sustainable paper and away 
from plastics. Our goal is to use 100% responsibly sourced paper for new product packaging by FY25. This means the paper is either post-
consumer recycled, Forest Stewardship Council certified, or recycled plant-based fibers.

Environmental & Social Impacts of Palm Oil Supply Chain
SASB Code Metric 2022 Response

CG-HP-430a.1 Amount of palm oil sourced, percentage certified 
through the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil 
(RSPO) supply chains as (a) Identity Preserved,  
(b) Segregated, (c) Mass Balance, or (d) Book & 
Claim

Not applicable. 

Activity Metric
SASB Code Metric Response

CG-HP-000.A Units of products sold, total weight of  
products sold

Sonos sold 6.282 million products in FY22.

CG-HP-000.B Number of manufacturing facilities Not reported. 
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Energy Disclosures
Data for FY21

Disclosure Metric

Total energy use 2,988.6 MWh

Percentage of energy used that is derived from non-renewable sources 68.7%

Gross total of energy used that is derived from non-renewable sources 2,051.8 MWh

Amount of energy used that is derived from renewable sources at levels other than enterprise (including facility, business unit, region, etc.) 936.9 MWh

Total electrical power use 2,807.1 MWh

Percentage of consumed energy from the grid 100%

Percentage of electrical power used that is derived from non-renewable sources 66.6%

Percentage of electrical power from renewable sources 33.4%

Gross total of electrical power used that is derived from non-renewable sources         1,870.2 MWh

Gross total of electrical power used that is derived from renewable sources         936.9 MWh

Scope 1 Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Facility (MTCO2e)
Facility

Santa Barbara Location 1 31.37

Santa Barbara Location 2 0.44

Santa Barbara Location 3 0.21

Santa Barbara Location 4 0.90

Total 32.91
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ESG Supplement

Facility-Level Breakdown of Energy Derived From Non-Renewable Sources  (MWh)
Facility Nonrenewable Electricity Natural Gas Total Non-renewable

Santa Barbara Location 1 452.76 173.0 625.78

Santa Barbara Location 2 105.44 2.4 107.84

Santa Barbara Location 3 27.07 1.2 28.24

Santa Barbara Location 4 3.12 5.0 8.07

Santa Barbara Location 5 7.14 0.0 7.14

Seattle 162.51 0.0 162.51

Boston 924.75 0.0 924.75

London 2.25 0.0 2.25

Paris 15.50 0.0 15.50

Shanghai Location 1 66.26 0.0 66.26

Shanghai Location 2 8.75 0.0 8.75

Shanghai Location 3 48.88 0.0 48.88

Shenzhen 34.15 0.0 34.15

Melbourne 11.63 0.0 11.63

Country-Level Electrical Power Use Breakdown  (MWh)
Facility

United States 2,544.89

United Kingdom 3.72

France 20.13

Australia 16.38

China 221.97

Total 2,807.09
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Facility-Level Electrical Power Use Breakdown   (MWh)
Facility Total Electrical Power Used Electrical Power from Renewables

Santa Barbara Location 1 754.61 301.84

Santa Barbara Location 2 175.73 70.29

Santa Barbara Location 3 45.12 18.05

Santa Barbara Location 4 5.19 2.08

Santa Barbara Location 5 11.90 4.76

Seattle 399.29 236.78

Boston 1153.06 228.31

London 3.72 1.47

Paris 20.13 4.63

Shanghai Location 1 93.06 26.80

Shanghai Location 2 12.29 3.54

Shanghai Location 3 68.65 19.77

Shenzhen 47.97 13.81

Melbourne 16.38 4.75

Total 2807.09 936.88
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